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The smooth surface of the glass windows makes it particularly easy to clean. With an induction hob, the cooking surface itself remains relatively cold so that the food that boiled above not â € Â â ™ burning on it so much. In case of improper operation, as an empty (forgotten) boiling pot, significantly high temperatures of over 500 ° C can be reached.
Once the cooking surface has been installed in the stove, the manufacturer is responsible. It is important that they do not affect the setting of the glass-ceramic hob panel. Also, lift the pots during cooking and do not pull them over the hob. IMPORTANT: mineral particles such as sand must not come into contact with the cow's cooking surface "for
example due to dirty vegetables or bags placed on the hob. The technical principle: a coil with current that flows under the cooking surface generates an electromagnetic field. Nothing should happen in normal circumstances. Schott Ceranrua has many properties that distinguish it from normal glass. As components producer, we are responsible only
for the production and delivery of the cowholled hob panel. However, the diameter of the pot must correspond to that of the cooking area. These include cream to clean, oven spray or hard sponges. Especially aluminum or copper bases can leave sparkling metal spots. It leads the warmth too bad. Ceranãacy is the SCHOTT AGã ¢ â € SCHOCT SCHOP
in a hob in the glass ceramic. The sugar must be removed from the glass -glass cooking surface immediately using a special scraper for cleaning metals. Our advice: trusted steel nail polish or in steel pots with the right thickness. A kitchen towel is often enough to simply clean the mess. Â Â ™ â € odnom odnom Â oren Â omirp li ¨Ã ®ÂÃNAREC
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SCHOTT CERANÃÂ® cooking surfaces are made from patented glazed ceramics Ã ④ ÂÂ a material that combines the aesthetics of glass with enormous heat resistance and stability. Then wipe a few drops of a suitable detergent on the cold cooking surface using a clean cloth. CERANÃÂ® Ã is the registered trademark and protected by SCHOTT.
Never use abrasive sponges, abrasive agents or aggressive cleaners such as oven sprays or stain remover. At worst, these become even more visible¹. Then use a clean cloth to rub a few drops of a suitable cleaner on the cold cooking surface. The operation of the boiler is also important. Smooth-based pots are also important. A special case: Induction
cooking only works with magnetizable pans. The reason is: hot caramelized sugar is Ã→ÂÂ once it has cooledÂ may leave behind sÃ© small superficial defects, so-called chips, once removed. The new logo underlines the innovative character of glass ceramics. SCHOTT CERANÃÂ® may be cleaned in a few simple steps. You should make sure that the
pots and pans correspond as closely as possible to the diameter of the respective cooking zone. In addition, relatively little heat comes out on the sides (low heat transmission). It is also advisable not to move the cookware on the cooking surface, but to lift it. You must remove them immediately using a suitable detergent for SCHOTT CERANÃÂ®. Ã
better avoid scratches in the first place. There are two main causes. No. This coating, which is also applied to the glass-ceramic cooking surface, represents a significant improvement and optimization of the susceptibility of the surfaceÂÂs to scratch. Stability it is not affected by scratches on the glass ceramic surface. However, the boiling time Ã is
also determined by the nature of the pots. However, Ã That a grain of very sharp sand under a very heavy pan, for example, could cause scratches. This can be combined with all heating, heating, radiant heat, gas, and induction. The material of some pot bases will leave shimmering metallic stains after cooking. You can also find more tips under Tips
and Care. Always make sure that the blade is intact when using the scraper. A temperature limiter automatically switches off the heating elements as soon as a certain temperature is exceeded. Your first point of contact, in this case, should be the manufacturer of your stove or cooking appliance, because they are the ones who installed this vital
component in the appliance. This saves energy. Most supermarkets and drugstores have these in their range. Normally, any glass-ceramic cooktop panel can be replaced. Once the cooking surface has cooled down, it can be cleaned with a suitable cleaning agent, wet-wiped and dried. When purchasing, make sure that the cleaning scraper is made of
metal, since plastic parts could easily melt onto the hot cooking surface by mistake. With an induction cooktop, the heat is generated exclusively in the base of the pot. This depends on the cooking technology. There is no better or worse. Only magnetizable pot bases (magnets remain attached to them) can be used. Whether the cookware is suitable
can be quickly tested: Simply hold a magnet to the bottom and see if it sticks. This causes eddy currents to flow to the bottom of special cookware made of ferromagnetic material, which heat the metal of the pot. The final temperature setting, however, is performed by the manufacturer of the stove. As the material isonly a few millimeters thick, the
heat transfer is particularly efficient. It stands for special values: quality and functionality, technological and design innovations, social responsibility, and sustainability. SCHOTT CERANÃ®Â effortlessly withstands the temperature differences in the kitchen. The manufacturer of your cooking appliance. Our CERANÃ®Â brand name has
becomeestablished in all languages for glass-ceramic cooktops. You can also conveniently clean an induction cooktop cooking surface. And that makes it a very special companion in your everyday life. Once they burn on, they can rarely be removed. In this case, the handling is carried out by the customer service department of the respective
household appliance manufacturer. In the FAQs area, you can also search for specific information. Heat production is immediately interrupted as soon as the cookware has been removed from the cooktop. SCHOTT CERANÃ®Â can be combined with all the common heating technologies ¢ÃÂÂ whether you choose a stove with radiant, induction, or gas
is a matter of preference and budget. You can also obtain practical information on your cooktop from the manufacturer, such as the operating instructions/manual, and receive competent support in the event of device-related error messages. Scratches are never nice. SCHOTT CERANÃ®Â guarantees the highest quality. Should limescale stains
nevertheless occur, they can usually be removed with a suitable cleaning agent. This is available in almost unlimited quantities. We particularly advise against pots with a copper or aluminum base. The surrounding area, as well as work surfaces and furniture, remain relatively cool. This is made possible by a specially developed melting technique. If
milk boils over, you should first set the pot aside quickly on the flat glass-ceramic surface. Although extremely rare, if this happens you should immediately contact your manufacturer¢ÃÂÂs customer service department or a specialist dealer. The self-sufficient cooktop has its own power supply and controls. The base of the cookware should be clean,
dry, and free of rough edges. SCHOTT CERANÃ®Â glass-ceramic is also fully recyclable. Therefore, pay attention to suitable care and cleaning utensils, as these ¢ÃÂÂstains¢ÃÂÂ cannot be removed. If you remove the pot from the cooking surface, the heat supply immediately stops ¢ÃÂÂ this is not only safe but saves a lot of energy, too. This way you
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technologies can be combined in a kitchen without any problems. End users cannot purchase SCHOTT CERANÃ®Â cooktops directly. If the pot or pan is removed, heat production is immediately paused. Since SCHOTT supplies CERANÃ®Â glass-ceramic cooking surfaces as a component to manufacturers of household appliances, the company does
not assume any guarantees toward end consumers. The beauty of the new cooking surface is best exemplified by halogen and LED lighting in your kitchen. You can clean glass-ceramic cooktop panels with MiradurÃ®Â using the cleaning agents and methods recommended on this page. Perfect for modern kitchens. These can leave marks that are
difficult to remove. The contact details can be found in the purchasing documents, the instructions for use, or the manual. You should not attempt to polish scratches away. This protects people¢ÃÂÂs health in the same way as it does nature. Pot attachments/holders around the gas burners prevent the pot from tipping over on gas stoves. When we
invented SCHOTT CERANÃ®Â: in 1971. And that you also place them in the middle of the cooking zone. On the other hand, abrasive sponges that are incorrectly used for cleaning can leave scratches. This causes eddy currents to flow through the glass-ceramic and onto special cookware made of ferromagnetic material, which heat the metal of the
pot. The transparency of the glass-ceramic as well as its electrical properties enable the use of displays and touch switches (touch control) in state-of-the-art cooktops. The name is registered as a brand name in many countries worldwide. However, there are also many variables: The specific temperatures depend on which stove you are using, how
long you have been cooking, how high you have set the temperature, and also on the cookware used. No. All pots and pans are tilt-proof thanks to the flat surface. Nothing happens on the glass-ceramic cooktop panel without a pot. No. All decorative colors Developed specifically for the Schott Ceranãacy cooking surfaces and tested for heat resistance
and adherence. If you have questions about our products or suggestions of a general nature, we are, of course, always happy to assist you with advice, actions, or information. The induction cooking produces heat at the base of the magnetic or pan. Schott Ceranrua is very resistant ã ¢ â € â € Â “the normal thermal and physical stresses in the daily
life of the kitchen have no influence on the establishment of the cow -in glass -firing hob panels. Finally, the appliance manufacturer decides which models wants to sell in his shops. The function depends on the heating system selected: radiant heating: the glassworm surface developed by Schott transfers the heat generated by the radiator under the
cooking surface on the bottom of the pot. The brand of the material developed by Schott in 1971 is Ceranãacy. In case of questions or doubts, we are anxious to receive your message and we will reply as soon as possible. If the melted objects are cooling on the surface, they are difficult or impossible to remove and, in the worst case, they can damage
the glass windows in the form of small surface defects, the so -called chipping. ATTENTION: Never try to use the Finchã © hob has not been repaired! The abundant dirt and burnt food on the hob panel must be removed with a special scraper for cleaning the metals. Vetrocramic pots are not recommended. The cooking surface remains relatively
cold, there are no red hot cooking areas. Also in this case it is necessary to contact the customer service of the appliance manufacturer. In the case of radiant heating appliances, particular attention must be paid to the basis of the container is flat when it is hot. Schott Ceranrua is particularly stable at temperatures ã ¢ â € Â " eterevort eterevort
,enigap etseuq uS.ilrevecir id aro'l omaidev noN .C°Â007 ¹Ãip a orez ottos erutarepmet ad ollavretni'llen ehcimret essocs ehcsurb a eretsiser ehcna ²Ãup elairetam You need to know about Schott CeranÃ ④ Â® Glass-Ceramic-and therefore many answers to your questions. Note: With gas stoves, the pan attachments/rest can become very hot
depending on the cooking time. If used and treated correctly, they will look new for years to come. Related Tags: Bosch Upper Stove Manual, Bosch Induction Cooking Installation Manual, Bosch Electric Cooktop Use Manual, Bosch Induction Cooktop User Manual, Bosch Gas Cooking Installation Instructions, Manual Induction Bosch Installation
Manual , Bosch Electric Induction Cooking Manual, Bosch, Bosch Ceramic Cooktop User Manual, Bosch Remote Controls Using Manual, Ã is important for us that Schott CeranÃÃÃ®Â® gives you the best quality It is a special cooking experience and also a complete service. However, you should know that Schott CeranÃ0Â® products are
manufactured solely as components for the domestic appliance industry and are delivered only to those manufacturers. But the cooking surface should also be cleaned before placing it. CeranÃ0Â® Ã is a brand of Schott AG and very well established in the ceramic-glass world. CeranÃ0Â® Ã¢ the material brand developed by Schott in 1971: a material
that combines the aesthetic of glass with enormous heat resistance and stability. Schott CeranÃ ④ Â® Ã is an extremely durable material. This Ã is a material that can withstand extremely high temperatures thanks to the extremely low thermal expansion (close to zero), making it optimally suitable as the surface of the stove. Food residues are less
prone to burning, due to the moderately heated glass-ceramic surface. The vase transfers heat to the food. CeranÃ ④ Â® Ã is a registered trademark of Schott AG. The heating energy reaches the pots without almost loss of heat. This depends entirely on your individual desires. However, It is possible to reach temperatures up to 350 Â ° C under the
pot, depending on the food and cooking cooking is energy-efficient ¢ÃÂÂ the cooking surface, which is only 4 mm thick, is very heat-permeable. Quartz sand is the most important raw material in the manufacture of glass-ceramic. If plastic or aluminum objects accidentally melt on the hot SCHOTT CERANÃ®Â cooking surface, you should immediately
push them off the hot cooking zone using a suitable cleaning scraper. At the end of the day, a cooking surface is always there to be used ¢ÃÂÂ but signs of use do not have to be inevitable. This prevents burns on the one hand and helps save energy on the other, because the residual heat in radiant cooking zones can be used perfectly to continue
cooking at low temperatures. This includes useful tips and answers to all the questions you might have: about the product and its properties, operating instructions or manuals and possible error messages, as well as many other topics related to glass-ceramic cooktops and surfaces. The burnt residue can then be removed directly from the still hot
cooking zone using a suitable cleaning scraper. MiradurÃ®Â is the logical addition to the SCHOTT CERANÃ®Â world ¢ÃÂÂ as a product for everyone who values a unique and, at the same time, unforgettable look. SCHOTT CERANÃ®Â is suitable for all heating technologies ¢ÃÂÂ from electric radiation to gas and induction. As the heat is generated
directly and quickly in the base of the pot, food can also burn quickly. If the pot is removed from the cooking zone, the risk of burning is significantly reduced by the low temperature of the glass-ceramic, but nevertheless present. Although unlikely, your CERANÃ®Â glass-ceramic cooktop may not function as intended. With a pot on top of the cooking
zone, temperatures of up to 350Ã°ÂC can be achieved under the pot, depending on the food and cooking process. With MiradurÃ®Â, everything is conceivable in terms of design and geometry ¢ÃÂÂ as long as it complies with the design guidelines. An autonomous cooktop is detached from the oven, which is often installed underneath TOCHS TOCHS
We highly recommend using these universal protective clothes, all covering the glass-ceramic also covers the temperature sensor and therefore "insula it". For example, fine sand grains can climb the cooking surface when they clean the lettuce and cause unpleasant scratches. Schott Ceranã ¢ Â® is sure - due to the low conduction of the lateral heat,
only the cooking areas become hot while the remaining surface remains relatively cold. These should be removed immediately using adequate assistance products. "Marchi" are often signs of wear caused by unsuitable and aggressive cleaning agents. agents.
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